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Chapter 6
A Molecular Basis for Intrinsic Muscle
Properties: Implications for Motor Control

Kiisa C. Nishikawa, Jenna A. Monroy, Krysta L. Powers, Leslie A. Gilmore,1

Theodore A. Uyeno and Stan L. Lindstedt

2

Contributions of Muscle to Motor Control3

Muscles serve a variety of functions during movement, not only shortening to provide4

actuation but also stabilizing joints, storing and recovering elasticpotential energy,5

and even absorbing energy (Full and Koditschek 1999; Dickinson et al. 2000; Roberts6

and Azizi 2011). Over the past 20 years, the idea that muscles not only produce7

movement but also contribute to control of movement has become well established8

(Chiel and Beer 1997; Loeb et al. 1999; Nichols et al. 1999; Wagner and Blickhan9

1999). Motor control thus comprises not only descending input from the nervous10

system and proprioceptive feedback, but also muscle viscoelastic properties, body11

dynamics and interactions with the environment (Hogan 1985; Chiel and Beer 1997;12

Wagner and Blickhan 1999; Monroy et al. 2007).13

Dynamic regulation of muscle stiffness during perturbations is a long known14

function of proprioceptive sense organs (i.e., muscle spindles and Golgi tendon15

organs) and spinal reflexes (Matthews 1959). If muscles could also regulate stiffness16

dynamically, then they would play an important role in motor control. In fact, the17

nonlinear, viscoelastic behavior of muscles provides instantaneous dynamic tuning18

of stiffness during load perturbations (Slager et al. 1998). In classic experiments on19

soleus muscles of decerebrate cats, Nichols and Houk (1976) demonstrated that both20

sensory reflexes and muscle intrinsic properties regulate muscle stiffness in response21

to load perturbations. They found that denervated muscles respond instantaneously to22

perturbations, becoming stiffer during stretch and more compliant during unloading.23

After a delay of ∼20 in cat soleus, the slower acting reflexes blend seamlessly with24

intrinsic muscle properties by adjusting muscle firing rates and recruiting additional25

motor units to match the altered load (Matthews 1959). These classic experiments26
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thus demonstrated that the intrinsic viscoelastic properties of muscle are critically27

important in stabilizing perturbed movements during the ∼20 ms prior to the arrival28

of sensory feedback, and also at the limits of muscle recruitment when muscle29

force is near its minimum or maximum values and reflexes are least effective at30

modulating force output (Nichols and Houk 1976). The importance of muscle’s31

instantaneous contributions to motor control is vividly illustrated by imagining an32

antelope attempting to outrun a lioness, when the pace is fast and any misstep,33

however small, is fatal.34

Since this pioneering work, numerous examples have demonstrated a role for35

muscle intrinsic properties in stabilizing movement. In spinal frogs, perturbations36

applied during hindlimb wiping movements are compensated, so that the limb reaches37

the target in spite of the perturbation. In both intact and deafferented frogs, the38

hindlimb path after perturbation converges with the unperturbed path, such that39

the final position is always the same (Richardson et al. 2005). When guinea fowl40

run over rough terrain, they maintain stability by changing their posture to control41

velocity. Rapid changes in posture are due to muscle intrinsic properties. This simple42

mechanism allows for guinea fowl to absorb energy and slow down in response to a43

drop in terrain (Daley and Biewener 2006; Daley et al. 2009). These results suggest44

that compensation for perturbations is accomplished by muscle intrinsic properties.45

During feeding in frogs, the mouth-opening muscles are pre-loaded prior to move-46

ment. During ballistic prey capture, recovery of elastic energy from the muscles and47

tendons, stored during pre-loading, determines the amplitude and speed of mouth48

opening (Lappin et al. 2006). These results suggest that intrinsic muscle properties49

not only provide stability during perturbations, but also determine the amplitude and50

velocity of ballistic movements.51

The nonlinear, intrinsic viscoelastic properties of active muscle are best illustrated52

in isolated muscles as they are stretched and shortened at constant velocity (e.g.,53

isovelocity experiments, Sandercock and Heckman 1997; Fig. 6.1). During constant54

velocity stretch, muscle force increases faster in the first 20 ms than during the55

next 50 ms of the stretch. Likewise, muscle force decreases faster initially during56

shortening (Fig. 6.1). Rack and Westbury (1974) were among the first to describe57

this time- and velocity-dependent viscoelastic behavior of muscles, in which stiffness58

is high initially, followed by yielding. As there were, at the time, no other candidates59

to whom this behavior could be attributed, they viewed it as a property of the cross-60

bridges and termed it the short-range stiffness.61

In addition to this rapid response, there are also longer-lasting changes in the force62

output of a muscle following stretch or shortening. After stretch, muscles exhibit63

“force enhancement”, an increase in force that persists after stretching has stopped.64

Likewise, “force depression” is a decrease in force that persists after shortening has65

stopped (Fig. 6.1). These isovelocity experiments and others like them demonstrate66

that the force output of muscle depends not only on the activation history of a muscle,67

but also its movement history and ongoing interactions with the environment. Due to68

the history dependence of force output, the traditional isometric length–tension and69

force–velocity relationships are insufficient to predict muscle force output during70

actual movements (Sandercock and Heckman 1997; Nichols and Cope 2004).71
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6 A Molecular Basis for Intrinsic Muscle Properties: Implications for Motor Control 3

Fig. 6.1 Force (above) and
length (below) data recorded
during an isovelocity
experiment on a single mouse
soleus muscle. The muscle
was first stimulated
isometrically for 700 ms then
stretched or shortened for
300 ms. Traces illustrate the
nonlinear, time-dependent
and history-dependent
viscoelastic behavior of the
active muscle

Not only extrafusal muscle fibers, but also the intrafusal fibers of the muscle72

spindle apparatus exhibit nonlinear, viscoelastic and history-dependent behavior and73

thus contribute to motor control (Nichols et al. 1999; Huyghues-Despointes et al.74

2003a, b; Haftel et al. 2004). Whereas history-dependent behavior affects force75

output of extrafusal fibers, it appears that the reflex gain of spindle afferents is graded76

by the amplitude of prior movements in intrafusal fibers (Nichols et al. 1999).77

The ability of muscles to adjust their stiffness to changes in load is important for78

several reasons. First, loads are imposed on a muscle by its environment, not only79

including reaction forces that result from interactions with external objects, but also80

loading imposed by the activation of antagonistic muscles as well as inertial and even81

coriolis forces from the musculoskeletal system. The muscles manage interactions82

with the environment by virtue of their nonlinear viscoelastic properties.83

The fact that a mathematical representation of these interaction forces is complex84

(Hogan 1985) suggests that the responses of muscles to changing loads may be85

learned, rather than computed, and in fact in the fastest moving robots, the tuning86

of feedforward control to emergent body dynamics can sometimes be accomplished87

only by trial and error (Koditschek et al. 2004).88

Despite recognition of the importance of muscle intrinsic properties to motor89

control, a theoretical framework that accounts for these muscle properties remains90

largely undeveloped. The widely accepted theory of muscle contraction, the “sliding-91

filament–swinging cross-bridge” theory, explains muscle contraction as resulting92
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from the interaction between two motor proteins, myosin and actin, which are arrayed93

in thick and thin filaments within muscle sarcomeres (Fig. 6.2). Briefly, in this94

theory, overlap between the sliding filaments determines the active muscle force95

(Gordon et al. 1966). When a muscle is activated, myosin cross-bridges bind to96

actin, hydrolyze ATP, and undergo a deformation (swinging) that translates the thin97

filaments (Huxley 2004), producing muscle force.98

However, the sliding-filament–swinging cross-bridge theory and the muscle mod-99

els derived from it (i.e., Hill-Zajac, length–tension and force–velocity based models;100

commonly used in muscle simulations) fail to account for history dependent behavior101

(Sandercock and Heckman 1997; Herzog et al. 2008). Despite decades of intensive102

research, the molecular basis for these intrinsic properties of muscle has eluded103

explanation since their original observation in the early 1950s (Abbott and Aubert104

1952; Herzog et al. 2008). In the absence of a plausible mechanism, phenomenolog-105

ical models have been used to describe the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of muscle106

(Forcinito et al. 1998; Cheng et al. 2000; Lin and Crago 2002). However, these are107

poor substitutes for a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms.108

We recently proposed a novel molecular mechanism, the “winding filament” hy-109

pothesis that accounts for the viscoelastic properties of active muscle (Nishikawa110

et al. 2011). Here, we explore the implications of the winding filament hypothesis111

for informing our understanding of the contributions of muscle intrinsic properties112

to motor control. We first review the structure and function of titin within muscle113

sarcomeres. Next, we describe the details of the winding filament hypothesis. Fi-114

nally, we end by discussing the implications of this hypothesis for understanding the115

muscle’s contributions to motor control.116

Titin Structure and Function117

The largest known protein, titin (also known as connectin), was also one of the last118

muscle proteins to be discovered (Maruyama et al. 1976), despite the fact that it is119

the third-most abundant protein in striated muscle. Although the existence of titin-120

like fibers was inferred in early structural studies (Huxley and Hanson 1954), titin121

was discovered more than 20 years after development of the sliding filament theory122

(Maruyama et al. 1976). For this reason, the development of the sliding-filament–123

swinging cross-bridge theory proceeded without considering titin.124

Titin spans an entire half-sarcomere (∼1 mm) from Z-disk to M-line (Gregorio125

et al. 1999). The overlap of titin molecules in both Z-disks and M-lines produces a titin126

filament system that is continuous among the entire length of a muscle fiber. Early127

studies of titin established its roles in maintaining sarcomere integrity (Horowitz128

et al. 1987) and contributing to passive tension (Linke et al. 1998). Current work129

focuses on titin’s roles in regulating myofibrillar assembly (Gregorio et al. 1999) and130

cell signaling (e.g., Krüger and Linke 2011).131
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Fig. 6.2 Schematic diagram of a skeletal muscle half-sarcomere, illustrating the layout of titin
(yellow with red N2A segment). Each titin molecule is bound to the thin filaments (blue) in the
I-band, and to the thick filaments (green) in theA-band. For simplicity, thick filaments are illustrated
as double-stranded, whereas in vertebrate skeletal muscle, they appear to be triple-stranded. The
N2A region is located between the proximal tandem Ig segment and the PEVK segment. (Reprinted
from Nishikawa et al. 2011)

Titin’s Role in Muscle Passive Tension132

The I-band region of titin (Fig. 6.2) is elastic and extends when the sarcomere is133

stretched, giving rise to passive muscle force (Labeit et al. 2003; Linke et al. 1998).134

In skeletal muscle, the I-band region of titin is composed of two serially linked135

spring elements: tandem immunoglobulin (Ig) domains and the PEVK segment136

(named for its most common amino acids). At relatively short sarcomere lengths,137

passive stretch straightens the folded tandem Ig domains with little change in passive138

tension. At longer sarcomere lengths, the PEVK segment elongates and passive139

tension increases steeply. Within the physiological range of sarcomere lengths,140

elongation of the PEVK segment largely determines the passive elasticity of skeletal141

muscle fibers (Linke et al. 1998).142

Is There a Role for Titin in Active Muscle?143

It has frequently been suggested that titin could function as a spring not only in resting144

muscles but also in active muscles (Bagni et al. 2002, 2004; Labeit et al. 2003; Reich145

et al. 2000). As yet, no compelling mechanism has been offered for how titin could146

play such a role. In resting muscle, titin is far too compliant to contribute significantly147

to active muscle force (Campbell and Moss 2002). However, several studies have148

demonstrated that titin stiffness increases in the presence of Ca2+. In active muscle149

fibers, Ca2+ influx increases the tension and stiffness of a non-cross-bridge structure,150

possibly titin (Bagni et al. 2002, 2004). Ca2+ influx increases the stiffness of PEVK151

fragments as well as muscle fibers (Labeit et al. 2003). Nevertheless, the effects of152

Ca2+ on titin stiffness observed in these studies are ∼10 times too small to account153

for the observed increase in stiffness of muscle fibers upon calcium activation.154
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Fig. 6.3 Schematic diagram illustrating the hypothesis that titin is engaged mechanically with Ca2+
influx upon muscle activation. (Above) resting sarcomere at slack length at low Ca2+ concentra-
tion (pCa = 9). Titin binds to the thin filaments only near the Z-disk. (Below) Upon Ca2+ influx
(pCa = 4.5), N2A binds to the thin filaments (blue) in the I-band, which shortens and stiffens the
titin spring in active sarcomeres. (Reprinted from Nishikawa et al. 2011)

Titin has also been implicated in the increase of passive force following de-155

activation of actively stretched muscle fibers. In myofibrils in which active force156

production was prevented by removal of troponin C, a Ca2+ induced increase in157

titin-based stiffness was observed, but the increase was also too small to account for158

passive force enhancement (Joumaa et al. 2008). The results suggest that passive159

force enhancement requires not only Ca2+ influx, but also active force production.160

In an innovative series of experiments, Leonard and Herzog (2010) stretched161

myofibrils, both passive and active, far beyond overlap (i.e., sarcomere lengths up to 6162

μm) of the thick and thin filaments (Leonard and Herzog 2010). In these experiments,163

they found evidence for both an activation-dependent and a force-dependent increase164

in titin stiffness. At the longest lengths, the difference in stiffness between active vs.165

passive myofibrils was substantial. Taken together, these experiments demonstrate166

that, in active muscle, titin stiffness is increased by Ca2+influx and force development.167

The Winding Filament Hypothesis168

Our recent “winding filament” hypothesis (Nishikawa et al. 2011) proposes that the169

giant, elastic titin protein is first engaged mechanically during Ca2+ activation in170

skeletal muscle, and the cross-bridges then wind titin on the thin filaments, storing171

elastic potential energy during force development. Storage and recovery of elastic en-172

ergy in titin accounts for the time- and history-dependent behavior of active muscles.173

Mechanical Engagement of Titin Upon Ca2+ Activation174

Titin is a huge, multidomain protein that corresponds roughly in size to a thousand175

average-sized protein. Within this giant protein, the N2A region of titin (Fig. 6.3)176

is in an ideal position to modulate titin stiffness through Ca2+ dependent binding to177
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Fig. 6.4 Schematic diagram illustrating how cross-bridge cycling results in titin winding. (Above)
Cycling of the cross-bridges winds PEVK on the thin filaments (arrow indicates direction of ro-
tation). The winding angle depends only on sarcomere geometry. (Below) Stretch of an active
sarcomere extends the PEVK segment and enhances the active force. (Reprinted from Nishikawa
et al. 2011)

thin filaments. Binding of titin to actin at this location would eliminate low-force178

straightening of proximal tandem Ig domains in the I-band that normally occurs179

upon passive stretch of myofibrils at slack length (Linke et al. 1998). Furthermore,180

when Ca2+ activated sarcomeres are stretched, the PEVK segment of titin (Fig. 6.3)181

will elongate at high force. If Ca2+ dependent binding between N2A titin and thin182

filaments could be prevented, then active force production should decrease at short183

sarcomere lengths because any strain that developed in titin would straighten the184

tandem Ig segments at low force rather than extend the PEVK segment at higher185

force. Thus, the contribution of titin to the total active force would be reduced.186

Thin Filament Rotation and Titin Winding187

In active muscle sarcomeres, cross-bridges likely rotate as well as translate the thin188

filaments (Nishikawa et al. 2011; Fig. 6.4). Given the structure of the thick and thin189

filaments, maintenance of stereo specific binding between an actin monomer and its190

three neighboring thick filaments requires the thin filaments to rotate as the myosin191

heads translate the thin filaments toward the M-line (Morgan 1977).192

As titin is bound to thick filaments in theA-band and to thin filaments in the Z-disk193

(Funatsu et al. 1993), rotation of thin filaments by the cross-bridges must inevitably194

lead to winding of titin upon them. Rotation of the thin filaments by the cross-bridges195

would also produce a torque in alpha-actinin in the Z-disk. Winding of titin on the196

thin filaments is predicted to change the length and stiffness of PEVK, storing elastic197

potential energy during isometric force development and active stretch. This energy198

could be recovered during active shortening.199

Unwinding of titin from the thin filaments could be prevented by electrostatic200

interactions between titin’s PEVK segment and the thin filaments (Bianco et al.201

2007). Spontaneous dissociation rates of PEVK bound to actin are low, and the202

force required to break the bonds is approximately equal to the force required to203

break an actomyosin cross-bridge. Unwinding of PEVK from the thin filaments is204
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Fig. 6.5 Schematic diagram illustrating the contribution of titin to the force–length relationship.
Imagine a muscle or muscle fiber that is stretched passively, and then activated at different lengths.
Upon calcium influx, N2A titin (red) will bind to the nearest actin monomer in the thin filament
(blue). Once N2A binds, the active elastic properties will be determined by PEVK titin and will be
invariant across a range of lengths until a length is reached at which PEVK titin is extended passively
before activation. As long as the binding site for N2A titin depends only on the sarcomere length
at the time of activation, then a plateau is predicted in active force. For example, in rabbit psoas
muscle a plateau is predicted at sarcomere lengths between 2.4 μm (above) and 2.6 μm (below).
(Reprinted from Nishikawa et al. 2011)

hypothesized to occur during active shortening at low loads when the combined205

PEVK-actin and cross-bridge forces are too low to hold the torques in titin and206

alpha-actinin, as well as during muscle relaxation.207

Implications For Understanding Motor Control208

Here, we address implications of the winding filament hypothesis for understanding209

motor control. First, we discuss how mechanical engagement of the titin spring upon210

Ca2+ activation provides a mechanism by which nearly invariant contractile and211

viscoelastic properties can be produced regardless of the initial sarcomere length at212

which the muscles are activated. Next, we discuss how winding of titin on the thin213

filaments upon activation changes a muscle’s equilibrium position and stiffness as214

a function of muscle recruitment. These changes, in turn, produce forces that move215

the limbs to their final position regardless of unexpected perturbations.216

Length Invariance of Muscle Contractile and Elastic Properties217

The idea that titin is engaged mechanically when N2A binds to the thin filaments upon218

Ca2+ activation has several important implications for understanding the contribution219

of muscle to motor control. If N2A titin can bind to a thin filament at multiple220

locations along its length (Fig. 6.5), then muscle contractile (e.g., force, velocity) and221
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6 A Molecular Basis for Intrinsic Muscle Properties: Implications for Motor Control 9

viscoelastic properties will remain relatively constant despite increases in sarcomere222

length (Edman 1979). The relative constancy of these properties with muscle length223

has important implications for control of movement. For example, Asatryan and224

Feldman (1965) demonstrated that, during involuntary arm movements elicited by225

unloading, as well as voluntary arm movements produced intentionally, the final226

position of the human arm is controlled by varying the position at which the muscles227

are activated. Once activated, the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of the muscles228

move the arm to the final position. The relative constancy of muscle viscoelastic229

properties across a range of muscle lengths ensures that the passive dynamics are230

predictable, as well as independent of the joint angle (Feldman and Levin 2009).231

Motors vs. Springs: Time- and History-Dependent Properties of232

Active Muscle233

The history-dependent properties of active extrafusal and intrafusal muscle fibers are234

exactly those expected of nonlinear, time-dependent springs, which produce greater235

tensile force when stretched and less tensile force when shortened, in proportion236

to the change and rate of change in length. However, within the framework of the237

sliding-filament theory, muscles are viewed primarily as motors. Hence, few of the238

ideas that have been proposed to explain the history-dependent effects deal explicitly239

with spring properties (see e.g., Rassier and Herzog 2004). Mechanisms of force240

enhancement during active stretch as well as mechanisms of force depression during241

shortening have invoked processes that affect the internal work done by the myosin242

heads during cross bridge cycling (Herzog 1998; Nichols and Cope 2004). These243

ideas share the common theme that the proposed mechanism interferes with the244

ability of the cross-bridges to produce force.245

In the winding filament hypothesis, both the time dependence and history-246

dependence of muscle force are viewed as viscoelastic properties associated with247

the titin spring in muscle sarcomeres. During active stretch, muscle force increases248

rapidly to values up to nearly twice the maximum isometric force. The force then249

decays rapidly to a steady state value that increases with the amplitude of the stretch250

and with sarcomere length. In the winding filament hypothesis, the work done in251

stretching a muscle will extend titin, storing elastic strain energy. This added force252

increases with the distance stretched (Nishikawa et al. 2011).253

During active shortening, muscle force decreases rapidly and then returns more254

slowly to a steady state level that depends upon both the amplitude and velocity of255

shortening. In the winding filament hypothesis, energy stored in titin during isometric256

force development will be converted to kinetic energy during shortening, and the257

muscle force will decrease in direct proportion to the distance shortened. The velocity258

dependence of force depression results from the velocity-dependent unwinding of259

titin from the thin filaments (Nishikawa et al. 2011).260

To demonstrate how the winding filament model accounts for history dependent261

properties of active muscle, we developed a kinematic model (Fig. 6.6) to quantify262

the effects of thin filament rotation on titin during isometric force development and263
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Fig. 6.6 Kinematics of titin winding. Winding angle (θ) is the angle formed between the titin
filament and a line (h) parallel to the Z-disk. In the model, the winding angle is determined by
sarcomere geometry and increases with sarcomere length. As the winding angle (θ ) increases, the
length of free titin (x) will decrease for a given angle of thin filament rotation (φ). d1 distance
from Z-disk to the point at which bound PEVK becomes free, d2 distance from Z-disk to distal
(C-terminal) end of PEVK, r radius. (Reprinted from Nishikawa et al. [2011])

active stretch. The model is based on a sarcomere structure similar to rabbit psoas264

muscle (Nishikawa et al. 2011). The model assumes that winding of titin on the thin265

filaments proceeds until the radial component of the cross-bridge force is equal to the266

sum of the radial forces in titin and alpha-actinin. As the force develops, the length267

of bound titin that is wound upon the thin filaments increases, increasing strain and268

stiffness in the free portion of titin (Fig. 6.6). When active sarcomeres are lengthened269

by the application of an external force, the work done in elongating free titin is stored270

as elastic potential energy, resulting in force enhancement at low energy cost.271

Increasing strain and stiffness of titin due to thin filament rotation depends on the272

winding angle of titin upon the thin filament (Fig. 6.6). The winding angle (θ) is273

defined as the angle formed between the titin filament and a line (h) parallel to the274

Z-disk. In the model, the winding angle is determined by sarcomere geometry, and275

increases with sarcomere length. As the thin filament rotation angle (φ) increases,276

the length of the free titin segment decreases and the stress in this segment increases,277

thereby increasing its effective stiffness. The edge between free and bound titin will278

also advance toward the m-line, reducing the titin strain.279
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Fig. 6.7 Simulation of residual force enhancement on the descending limb of the force-length
relationship. Predicted axial stress due to cross-bridges (green) and titin (red). Total axial stress
(blue) is the sum of axial stress due to cross-bridges and titin. Baselines show steady state isometric
stress. Branches show increased stress due to stretch. Residual force enhancement (black) is the
increase in force due to active stretching above the isometric force at the corresponding length.
(Reprinted from Nishikawa et al. 2011)

A nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) was used to simulate the kine-280

matics of titin winding and the resulting axial forces for a given profile of thin filament281

rotation φ(t) and sarcomere geometry. In the axial direction, the total force is the sum282

of the axial forces produced by titin and the cross-bridges. In the axial plane, the sum283

of the torques due to radial forces produced by titin in the I-band and alpha-actinin284

in the Z-disk are equal and opposite to the torque produced by the cross-bridges285

(Nishikawa et al. 2011).286

Using this model, we simulated the force enhancement on the descending limb287

of the force–length relationship by alculating the axial forces produced by the288

cross-bridges and titin in sarcomeres activated at different initial lengths, and then289

stretched while active (Fig. 6.7). The results are qualitatively similar to experimental290

observations (Edman et al. 1982). These results demonstrate that the winding fila-291

ment hypothesis accounts for the observed pattern of force enhancement in actively292

stretched muscles.293

Motor Control and Higher Brain Centers294

Theories of motor control abound and no clear consensus has emerged (Ajemian295

and Hogan 2010). Some workers adopt a hierarchical view of motor control (Cheng296

et al. 2000), in which higher brain centers (e.g., motor cortex) encode intended297
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movements at a more abstract level (e.g., intended movement direction) and in a298

retinocentric coordinate frame (Georgopoulos 1986). At lower levels in the hierarchy299

(e.g., spinal cord), intended movements are encoded at more concrete levels (e.g.,300

joint torque) and reference frames that are increasingly closer to the muscles that301

actuate the movements (see e.g., Flanders et al. 1992). Other workers have noted that302

feedforward control is actually simplified when the nonlinear properties of multijoint303

systems and intrinsic viscoelastic properties of muscle are taken into account (Hogan304

1985; Todorov 2000).305

A common theme of all current theories of motor control is that the feedforward306

controller must anticipate the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of the actuators in307

order to produce an intended movement. In fact, several recent neurophysiological308

studies suggest that the human brain anticipates the nonlinear viscoelastic properties309

of its muscle actuators in the neurally encoded control signals that produce voluntary310

movements (Feldman and Levin 2009).311

The equilibrium point hypothesis (Feldman and Levin 2009) is a case in point.312

Asatryan and Feldman (1965) demonstrated that, the final position of the human arm313

during involuntary arm movements elicited by unloading and voluntary arm move-314

ments produced intentionally, is controlled by varying the initial position at which315

the muscles are activated. Once activated, the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of the316

muscles interact with length feedback to move the arm to the final position. Using317

transcranial magnetic stimulation to measure motor-evoked potentials, Raptis et al.318

(2010) and Sangani et al. (2011) showed that the human motor cortex participates in319

specifying the initial arm position at which the muscles are activated.320

The winding filament hypothesis provides realistic biological mechanisms for321

implementing this simple control strategy. The engagement of the titin spring upon322

muscle activation provides a mechanism by which nearly invariant muscle force323

output can be produced when the muscles are activated at varying initial positions.324

The winding of titin on the thin filaments upon activation provides for changes in325

a muscle’s characteristic length and stiffness as a function of muscle recruitment,326

which in turn provides the forces that move the limbs to their final positions regardless327

of unexpected perturbations.328

Conclusion329

The sliding-filament–swinging cross-bridge theory views muscles primarily as mo-330

tors. Traditional hill-zajac-type muscle models based on this theory emphasize the331

length–tension and force–velocity properties of muscle. These models fail to predict332

movement dynamics because they ignore the history dependence of force output. In333

contrast, muscle fibers, both extrafusal and intrafusal, actually behave as nonlinear,334

self-stabilizing controllers that become stiffer when the external load increases and335

more compliant when the load decreases (Lappin et al. 2006; Monroy et al. 2007).336

When the load changes unexpectedly, muscle stiffness adjusts instantly without re-337

quiring neural input (Nichols and Houk 1976). In our winding filament hypothesis,338
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the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of muscle are due to (1) Ca2+ activation of titin,339

which mechanically engages the titin spring; and (2) cross-bridge winding of titin340

on the thin filaments, which stores elastic energy in titin and provides viscoelastic341

forces that set the equilibrium position of the mechanical system.342

During perturbations, intrinsic muscle properties provide stability by adjusting343

their stiffness instantaneously to changes in load. Thus, the muscles themselves344

are largely responsible for controlling the interaction between the body and the345

environment, as well as managing interactions between antagonistic muscles that346

interact via their loads. During planned movements, these intrinsic properties must347

be anticipated by the central nervous system, so that descending commands result in348

the intended movements.349

It seems doubtful that a cohesive theory of motor control can be developed in the350

absence of a predictive model of muscle dynamics, since the central nervous system351

must necessarily take these into account in planning and anticipating movement.352

Thus, we believe that the winding filament hypothesis can fill existing gaps in our353

understanding of motor control. Furthermore, by providing a biological mechanism354

for muscle-intrinsic viscoelastic properties, the winding filament hypothesis holds355

great promise for inspiring the design of a new generation of actuators and pros-356

theses that, like muscles, will exhibit self-stabilization based on variable, nonlinear357

compliance.358
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